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Abstract

The use of IoT for teaching and learning processes begins to increase. To support the use of the IoT device itself, a platform can be used. The IoT platform gives IoT components the ability to self-regulate so they can help beginners or students deploy IoT devices. Nevertheless, the current state of knowledge in using IoT platforms within the educational field is limited. Therefore, we want to elaborate on how IoT platforms are used to support IoT educational learning tools and enhance educational processes. The research method used is a systematic review and PRISMA is being used as a research protocol. After fifteen articles are screened based on their qualification, we found there are seven platforms frequently mentioned, research results show these learning tools increase students’ interest in the subject as well as provide new knowledge of IoT in educational processes for both engineering and non-engineering fields.
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1. Introduction

Internet of Things or as we know as IoT, can be described as a concept that combines various things or objects that applies wireless networks, cables, unique addressing schemes for interacting and working together to create application or service (Vermesan & Friess, 2015). The IoT has been applied in various fields (smart grid, smart homes, smart buildings, public safety and environmental, medical and health, industrial processes, agriculture, and farm) as we can see in Figure 1 that illustrates the increase in Internet-connected or IoT based devices over the last few years (Khanna & Kaur, 2019).

Figure 1. The projected amount of Internet connected devices (Khanna & Kaur, 2019).

The IoT industry looks very promising in providing internet-based devices that can improve the quality of life for individuals, families, and communities. This is also explained by Hammons and Kovac (Hammons & Kovac, 2019) in their book, IoT is used to advance the development in some areas including smart home, healthcare, smart cities, slow tech, agriculture, automotive, supply chain and manufacture. The IoT industry looks very promising in providing internet-based devices that can improve the quality of life for individuals, families, and communities. This is also explained by Hammons and Kovac (Hammons & Kovac, 2019) in their book, IoT is used to advance the development in some areas including smart home, healthcare, smart cities, slow tech, agriculture, automotive, supply chain and manufacture.
There are increases in the number of researches that raise IoT as an aspect since 2006 (Dachyar et al., 2019). Conducting systematic reviews of IoT have been done before. The goals of the studies such as to provide a wide analysis on the IoT applications and strategies for smart environment (Souri et al., 2019), find out the IoT application trends in healthcare (Haghi Kashani et al., 2021), provides an overview and assessment of the role IoT deployment in oil and gas industry (Wanasinghe et al., 2020), present current advancements in wearable technologies and IoT applications to support activity of daily life (Baig et al., 2019), review business literature related to the IoT (Lu et al., 2018).

IoT is an important agenda on this globalization era including education sector, therefore even in higher education IoT is widely implemented (Rahman et al., 2020). Students can learn through prototyping experiences to help student IoT systems and encourage them to create their own IoT system service ideas (Maenpaa et al., 2017). Using IoT technology for STEM classrooms can also provide good opportunity for innovative teaching and learning (Fidai et al., 2019). If every element of an IoT system is simplified and a prototype system is assembled, even a student majoring in humanities can build an IoT device (Akiyama et al., 2017). Therefore, it is important to introduce IoT devices in education level.

The process of developing IoT applications could be very challenging because of the complexity (Hauß et al., 2020). As IoT projects are getting sophisticated and some of the functions are improved, the integration between the required many of systems of a project is a very complicated, hence there are the platforms that have been introduced to the public for helping IoT applications development (Ammar et al., 2018). The need for effective IoT has resulted in a varied ecosystem of methodologies and tools under realistic conditions in the form of an integrated IoT platform (Terroso-Saenz et al., 2019). IoT platforms are deployed to various objects where IoT devices can communicate with each other and give them the ability to self-regulate (Kashyap et al., 2018). Hence, the usage of IoT platform can be very useful for beginners or in this study context is the students that unfamiliar with the IoT technology.

Regarding the fact as said before, IoT platform application for educational purposes become urgent to be discussed. And yet the current state of knowledge of IoT platforms usage in education is still limited. The gap analysis for this study is to highlight that IoT platforms application can also enhance teaching and learning activities in education.

Therefore, a systematic review with PRISMA protocol is conducted to fill in the gap and stronger findings can be obtained. The goals are to find out about the benefit using IoT platforms, the most used IoT platforms, the implementation and subject areas that use IoT platform for enhancing teaching and learning activities.

2. Literature Review

Internet of Things (IoT) is a concept and paradigm that considers the presence that can penetrate the environment of various things or objects through wireless networks, cables, unique addressing schemes so that they can interact and work together with other objects to create applications or services and communication ranges (Vermesan & Friess, 2015). IoT has become an important agenda in the era of globalization including in education, so that IoT elements have begun to be widely involved in the world of education (Rahman et al., 2020). Educational institutions can benefit from IoT systems such as building automation systems, energy conservation and management systems, building and space access systems, environmental control systems for large research environments, academic learning systems, and safety systems for students, faculty, staff, and the general public (Asseo et al., 2016).

An IoT platform is a framework that can facilitate data communication, data flow, device management, and improve application functionality, but it is not an application itself but all applications can be developed using the IoT platform itself. (J.Perry Matthew, 2016). Systematic research studies on the topic of IoT and IoT platforms have been carried out previously. However, it is not yet difficult to find research in the form of a comprehensive study of the use of IoT platforms in education. Therefore, this research was written with the aim of contributing to literacy regarding the systematic study of the use of IoT platforms in education.

3. Methods

The research method used is a systematic review. Systematic review is considered as the most accurate and appropriate approach to collect articles (Snyder, 2019). Systematic review provides a more rigid and vivid method for reviewing existing literature. It is also well-organized and credible approach to investigate articles from multiple scientific sources and all of the steps will be recorded. This approach helps reducing the risk from less accurate conclusions because of subjective point of view and wrong reports selection (Koutsos et al., 2019). Systematic reviews are used as a scientific method to obtain a wide insight into a specific domain and help researchers in filling the research gap.
and finding the research studies (Majid & Salam, 2021). In this study, PRISMA is being used as research protocol. PRISMA is designed to help the systematic review method procedures transparently report the goals of conducting the review, reviews procedures have done by the author and the authors’ findings (Page et al., 2021).

The research data is sourced from research articles which relevant to the topic of using IoT platforms used in education sector in international journal DOAJ indexed or Scopus indexed. The reason for choosing the database is that there is a claim on the official website as the database includes internationally indexed and high quality articles. The keywords that have been tried to be used in the search for articles on IoT platforms usage in education field such as IoT platform for school, IoT platform for university, IoT platform for learning, IoT platform for teaching. And to broaden the search, IoT platform for education is used as the main keywords.

4. Data Collection

Articles is limited from 2017 to 2021 in April. The reason for choosing the year limit is because of considering the novelty of the researches and the amount of the articles drastically increased since 2017. A total of 15 articles were successfully filtered according to their relevance to the objectives of this study and the reasons the articles are exclude can be seen on Figure 2.

The initial stage of the article screening process is to search the database using predetermined keywords so that a total of 3,309 article titles are obtained. Next is to annul the duplicated titles in a different database and use an automatic filtering tool (define search by title or abstract or keywords) from the database site itself so that the total becomes 186. Next step is to download and access the selected articles so that the total of articles that can be accessed is 172. These articles were then read and analyzed thoroughly whole document to be tested for eligibility as many as 31 articles. So the number of articles that deserve to be studied in this study are 15 articles. 16 articles are excluded Then After going through the screening process, the next step is to map the selected articles based on the research objectives and the IoT platform used.

![PRISMA flowchart diagram](image-url)

Figure 2. PRISMA flowchart diagram.
5. Results and Discussion

5.1 Numerical Results

The total number of selected articles are 15. After going through the screening process, the next step is to map the selected articles based on research goals and research results, which IoT platform is used as shown in Table 2, based on the purpose as shown in Table 3, and on what subjects the IoT platform is applied as shown on Table 4. The subjects are categorized into engineering and non-engineering. As well as the applications are categorized into two groups, learning media and teaching tools. Learning media is when the students develop or operate the IoT devices on their own. Whereas teaching tools is when the IoT devices is developed or operated by the mentors or teachers.

Table 1. Articles Mapped Based on The IoT Platforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IoT Platforms</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blynk</td>
<td>(Asraf et al., 2018), (Setiawan, 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node-Red IoT</td>
<td>(Andrada Tivani et al., 2020), (Paganelli et al., 2019), (Mayer et al., 2020), (Guerrero-Osuna et al., 2021), (He et al., 2017), (Escobar et al., 2020), (Besari et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIWARE</td>
<td>(Zaharov et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiteWhere</td>
<td>(Gunasekera et al., 2018a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThingsBoard</td>
<td>(Ga et al., 2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThingSpeak</td>
<td>(Jaklič, 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThingWorx</td>
<td>(Verner et al., 2020), (Hauß et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Articles Mapped Based on Application Strategy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning Media</td>
<td>(Ga et al., 2021), (Asraf et al., 2018), (Paganelli et al., 2019), (Gunasekera et al., 2018a), (Mayer et al., 2020), (Guerrero-Osuna et al., 2021), (Setiawan, 2020), (Verner et al., 2020), (He et al., 2017), (Jaklič, 2020), (Besari et al., 2017), (Zaharov et al., 2018), (Hauß et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Tool</td>
<td>(Andrada Tivani et al., 2020), (Escobar et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Articles Mapped Based on Subject Areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Area</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>(Ga et al., 2021), (Asraf et al., 2018), (Andrada Tivani et al., 2020), (Mayer et al., 2020), (Guerrero-Osuna et al., 2021), (Setiawan, 2020), (Verner et al., 2020), (He et al., 2017), (Jaklič, 2020), (Escobar et al., 2020), (Besari et al., 2017), (Zaharov et al., 2018), (Hauß et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Engineering</td>
<td>(Paganelli et al., 2019), (Gunasekera et al., 2018a)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are seven IoT platforms are mentioned, Blynk, Node-Red IoT, FIWARE, SiteWhere, ThingsBoard, ThingSpeak, ThingsBoard. Based on the reviews, there are 2 types of how the researches use IoT platforms on their
articles. As a learning media which focus on the student activities and teaching tools which focus on teacher activities. Subject areas are categorized into 2 subject focuses which are engineering and non-engineering.

5.2 Graphical Results

As shown on Figure 3, Node-Red become the most used IoT platforms based on the reviewed articles with the total 7 out of 15 articles. Blynk and ThingWorx come in the second place, with each 2 out of 15 articles. Meanwhile the remaining of the articles choose four different IoT platforms, including FIWARE, Node-Red IoT, SiteWhere, ThingsBoard, and ThingSpeak. There are similarities reason in selecting the IoT platforms that will be described on the discussion section.

As shown on Figure 4 and Figure 5, the articles can be categorized based on the application strategies and the subject areas. The result for both categories shows that most of the articles discussed about learning media application or focused on the application for engineering subject in total 13 out of 15 articles.

![Figure 3. Number of Articles Mapped Based on The IoT Platforms](image)

![Figure 4. Number of Articles Mapped Based on Application Strategies](image)

![Figure 5. Number of Articles Mapped Based on Subject Areas](image)
5.3 The Benefits of using IoT Platforms for Teaching and Learning Activities

From the articles, the results show the various benefits and roles of IoT in the teaching or learning activities. Especially with existence of IoT platforms that makes it easier to develop IoT based tools that support throughout teaching and learning processes. Therefore, a suitable devices can be implemented in education level not only for industrial purposes. Based on the reviewed articles, an IoT based device for monitoring concentration of carbon, humidity and temperature, also fine dust is successfully developed as a learning media and to answer the three major technical problems that students experiences during scientific inquiries, those include: the difficulty to have a variety of tools for measurements, to provide students with tools that help the complex procedures, and also there is a gap in students' knowledge of technology (Ga et al., 2021).

A low-cost IoT devices for remote laboratory using Node-Red as the IoT platform increase electrical engineering student improvement skills (Andrada Tivani et al., 2020). An IoT field monitoring infrastructure using SiteWhere platform called IoT4SSAE is built for agriculture students that have minimum technical skill (Gunasekera et al., 2018). Another IoT-based weather station that uses Node-Red is adapted to any environment including online teaching without spending a lot of money for infrastructures (Guerrero-Osuna et al., 2021). IoT platform is used for developing an omnidirectional mobile robot that can be applied in educational programs (Verner et al., 2020). A humidity measurement devices using NodeMCU and ThingSpeak as the IoT platform makes students easily use the application even with minimum programming skills (Besari et al., 2017). Educational projects using FIWARE are developed for an effective and modern of the learning activities in the need to provide new requirements for IT students’ skills and knowledge (Zaharov et al., 2018).

IoT platform application made students had full interests in remote lab teaching processes (Asraf et al., 2018). Even IoT device using Node-Red platform was introduced as one of many ways to achieve energy savings and apparently made students interest in this new technology (Paganelli et al., 2019). ThingWorx helped the development of IoT based intelligent robotic device and increase students interest for this subject (Verner et al., 2020). A learning media with ThingSpeak as its platform was introduced and improved students interests in computer science and engineering subject (Jaklič, 2020). In addition, these IoT devices provide students with insight and awareness of technology by developing and operating device itself. With Blynk, students gained new knowledge such as integrating IoT with electrical components and turned into a mobile application as well as increased their digital literacy (Setiawan, 2020). ThingWorx platform was used and increased the students’ awareness of the technology and social changes because of the trends in 4.0 industry (Verner et al., 2020). A learning media for production line using ThingWorx helped students learn various concepts and application of digital twin (Hauß et al., 2020).

IoT platforms helped teaching approaches became more effective. Node-Red helped to develop a low-cost Green Awareness in Action (GAIA) for achieving an increase of quality in teaching (Mayer et al., 2020). With Node-Red, a weather monitoring system device can be developed to any environment without spending more money on infrastructures and hybrid hands-on-learning approach are conducted (Guerrero-Osuna et al., 2021). The development of Mobile Visual Programming Apps that used Node-Red improved the effective learning approach for STEM undergraduate curricula (He et al., 2017).

From the reviews found that the most used learning strategies are by suggesting an IoT-project based or hands-on learning activities, as well as a gamification approach. Where students focussed on creating or redeveloping IoT-based devices. This could help the students to increase knowledge of this new IoT technology. Hands-on learning experiences directly allowed students to experience how this technology works, and it was proven based on previous reviews that it made the teaching process more interesting and effective.

5.4 IoT Platform Selection

There are seven platforms in total are mentioned in the articles. IoT platform that is mostly used is Node-Red. Node-Red was selected for its functions as a sensor or IoT components’ data management and data visualization into a web-based platform, for example as we can see on Figure. 6. The Node-Red platform was used as a data visualization for end-users’ interface as an online platform that was distributed through the internet.
In the second place, there are Blynk and ThingWorx. Blynk was tended used for developing an IoT based mobile applications and easy to be used. While ThingWorx was selected for each IoT components’ communication and mappings over the internet. The other IoT platforms was being selected based on the researchers requirements and considerations such as being an open source platform (Zaharov et al., 2018), easy to be used (Gunasekera et al., 2018a), there is no limitations for the amount of connected device (Ga et al., 2021), or provide storage and visualization (Jaklič, 2020).

5.5 IoT Platforms Application Strategies
Based on the purpose of implementing the IoT platforms can be categorized into two kinds. As a learning media and a teaching tool. The IoT platform that was used as a learning media focused on the student learning process through the IoT devices. Such as IoT based projects to learn programming and engineering subjects, introducing IoT as new technology (Paganelli et al., 2019), learning other subjects besides IoT and programming like biomedical as shown on Figure7 (Setiawan, 2020), robotics (Verner et al., 2020), production line (Zaharov et al., 2018), or agriculture (Gunasekera et al., 2018b). Meanwhile, for teaching tools, the teachers themselves operated or developed the device to assist in the teaching processes as if MQTT protocol teaching (Andrada Tivani et al., 2020) and multi-robot platform for teaching automation system as shown on Figure 8 (Escobar et al., 2020).

Figure 6. A didactic prototype for a weather station (Andrada Tivani et al., 2020)

Figure 7. An example of Blynk usage for biomedical engineering learning (Setiawan, 2020).
6. Conclusion

This review focuses on the IoT platform's usage in educational processes especially teaching and learning processes by conducting a systematic review. 15 articles relevant to the topic are screened and analysed. Research results show that there are many benefits that can be provided by using the IoT platforms, not only introducing new technology in the form of IoT devices to students but also increasing student interest and improving the quality of teaching.

Node-Red IoT platform is the most used due to its function that can collect data as well as visualize it on an online platform and helps students to easily understand or operate the device themselves and raise the student interest in the subject. Based on the purposes, it can be categorized into learning media and teaching tools. The subject targets used for the implementation of the IoT platform are not only limited to IoT or programming lessons, in point of fact, but IoT platforms also helped enhance both engineering and non-engineering subjects.

The IoT platform has been proven to help improve the learning and teaching processes and it is important to introduce IoT technology even at the educational level due to the urgency of overcoming technology changes. Therefore, there is a need for future work to increase the number of learning frameworks using the IoT platform. Learning frameworks can be established in the form of an IoT-based laboratory, IoT-based teaching devices, or integrating electrical devices with IoT as students’ projects. As well as analyze the urgency of considering the introduction of IoT technology as one of our education curricula.
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